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In March 2023, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released its annual report, indicating that 3.3 to 3.6 billion people are highly vulnerable to the harm inflicted by climate change. Communities in less-industrialized countries that have historically contributed comparatively less to climate change will feel its effects most acutely, and the Middle East in particular is a climate change hot spot. The signs of distress are growing by the year, as chaotic events replace normal weather patterns.

Regional climate models project a significant increase in average temperatures in the Middle East, especially in the Sahara and the interior of the Arabian Peninsula. Already, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region has seen 0.2°C (0.36°F) of warming between 1961 and 1990, and the rate of warming has intensified in recent years. Heat wave indices have increased, particularly for North Africa, Turkey, and other Middle Eastern states on the Mediterranean Sea. Additionally, droughts and climate-related disasters are expected to become more common and severe in the coming years. Other concerns include declining yields of important crops, sea-level rise, increased frequency and intensity of sand and dust storms, accelerated desertification, reduced snowpack, and increased human displacement from low-lying coastal areas. In 2020, flooding ravaged Egypt, Iran, Sudan, and Tunisia while wildfires spread in Lebanon, Syria, and Turkey. The summer of 2021 brought Iraq’s worst drought in forty years and Syria’s worst in seventy. A 2021 IPCC report reinforced earlier assessments that the Middle Eastern states bordering the Mediterranean Sea will experience an increase in droughts, aridity, and fires, with the regional average of warming reaching 2°C (3.6°F) or more by mid-century.
Along with the effects of the changing climate, the Middle East has suffered from protracted conflict and instability in the past several decades.* The region is home to over sixteen million refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs), has contended with the presence of armed nonstate actors such as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), and is actively enduring protracted conflict in Syria, Yemen, Sudan, and elsewhere. Throughout those conflicts, governments and nonstate actors have repeatedly weaponized the region’s already-scarce resources, especially water. Currently, the United Nations estimates that over seventy million individuals need humanitarian assistance throughout the region.9

In modern conflicts in the Middle East and elsewhere, the changing climate does not directly cause unrest or conflict but rather intersects with other vulnerabilities, all exacerbated by poor governance decisions. In that regard, the changing climate’s threats to land and resources do not alone lead to greater levels of instability. Rather, the relationships between instability, resource management, and climate change throughout the Middle East are influenced by structures of power, individual governments’ policies, and interstate negotiation (or, often, the lack thereof). Therefore, instability can result when those threats are met with governments that are either unable to mitigate their effects or that deliberately exacerbate them. As governance, corruption, economic, social, and environmental risks compound, human security is endangered, and the likelihood of instability, conflict, and violence rises. Areas at particular and sustained risk of such compounding vulnerabilities are Iraq, Syria, Turkey, and Yemen, as well as Gaza and the West Bank and parts of North Africa.

The response to climate- and conflict-related challenges from both Middle Eastern governments and their international partners will be crucial for stability and security. With recent UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) Conferences of the Parties being hosted in the region (in Egypt in 2022 and in the United Arab Emirates in 2023), a geographical focus on the Middle East is necessary. Due to the region’s geopolitical significance, the regional and international implications of resource competition, and existing humanitarian commitments, policymakers in the United States and elsewhere should recognize the multifaceted nature of the relationship between the changing climate and instability in the Middle East. Implementing and supporting policies that bolster the ability to address, mitigate, and adapt to climate change will foster opportunities for greater stability throughout the region.

*Please note: this report was completed before the outbreak of the Israel-Hamas war on October 7, 2023.
The Climate-Conflict Relationship

For several decades, scholars and policymakers in the United States and Europe have debated whether and how climate change is linked to violent conflict. In particular, threats to ecological and human security are perceived to arise from drought and famine in vulnerable areas of the world. The link seems intuitive, which allows politicians to make the case for climate action based on a direct climate-conflict nexus. The Middle East is at the center of debates about climate change and conflict due to its vulnerability to climate change and the long history of colonial and postcolonial scholarship that invokes environmental determinism to explain “underdevelopment.” Further, conventional climate security narratives typically posit that increased climate change will encourage migration from vulnerable regions to developed regions, increasing conflict and insecurity everywhere. The Middle East faces significant vulnerabilities relating to climate change, environmental degradation, and protracted conflict. Despite the often-used climate security narrative, the pathways between those realities are indirect; the region’s troubles are connected through a complex set of intervening variables that have exacerbated the Middle East’s exposure to the dangers of the changing climate.

One issue with this climate-conflict narrative is that it encourages a view of autonomous governments in less-developed countries as passive victims of nature, rather than agentic, political actors. All too often, the role of policy choices in exacerbating climate change and fostering conflict is overlooked. Too exclusive a focus on climate change as a possible source of violence can obfuscate other important, empirical drivers of conflict. Those drivers include inhumane policies regarding food, water, and land access; property rights regimes; repressive, authoritarian governance; and deliberate destruction of the
environment by governments and nonstate actors. Indeed, leaders could invoke the perceived climate-conflict relationship to justify repression of human mobility at the domestic and international levels, feeding the narrative that “environmental migrants” are triggering social and political unrest—a narrative that overlooks the role and responsibilities of authoritarian regimes and governments that have failed to foster human development.15

In the last few years, academics, policy analysts, and practitioners have tried to eschew a simplistic view of the climate-conflict relationship.16 Doing so allows them to examine the ways climate change itself interacts with human security as well as the further risks posed when resources and infrastructure become targets of conflict. For example, the repercussions of dam projects, water scarcity in agricultural and livestock production, displacement and migration patterns, and the mismanagement or weaponization of water all exemplify the inextricable interaction of environmental degradation, climate change, and instability. Of primary significance are the Arabian Peninsula and the Levant, where climate change and political instability acutely challenge human security.
Over the last fifty years, the Middle East has warmed at rates significantly higher than other regions, with an estimated 0.45°C (0.81°F) increase in warming per decade. That rate is nearly two times faster than in Europe, for example. Particularly affected by the rapid rise in temperatures will be parts of Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, and the Arabian Peninsula. Extreme summer heat waves occurred across the Levant and Middle East in 2020 and 2021; Iraq and other countries in the Persian Gulf saw temperatures surpassing 50°C (over 120°F). Along with and associated with that warming, the region has experienced more frequent droughts, heat waves, and other catastrophic weather events. For example, flooding forced human displacement in Egypt, Iran, and Tunisia in 2020, while wildfires spread in Lebanon, Syria, and Turkey. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimates that climate disasters in the region have caused an annual average of $2 billion in direct material damages and have affected over seven million residents each year.

Although rainfall projections are difficult to ascertain and vary greatly by country, studies paint a harrowing picture overall. In Jordan, for example, remote-sensing data indicates that rainfall will decrease by 30 percent and the likelihood of drought in the country will triple by 2100. As droughts become more prevalent, reliance on groundwater will continue to be a major concern, as countries throughout the region already struggle with depleted aquifers and groundwater scarcity.

A 2023 IPCC report indicates that areas of high importance for biodiversity conservation are at extreme risk as temperatures increase across the Middle East. Further, the IMF has reported that changing temperatures and precipitation patterns correlate with a decrease in per capita income, particularly due to the damage to the agricultural
sector. Climate modeling of the region confirms that trends such as decreasing crop yields, rising sea levels, intensifying sand and dust storms, accelerating desertification, diminishing snowpack, and increasing displacement from low-lying coastal areas are continuing, projecting that the tangible consequences of the changing climate will be increasingly evident without significant mitigation and sustainability efforts. The danger to the social, political, and economic fabric of the region cannot be overstated.
In addition to deliberate environmental destruction and resource manipulation during armed conflict, countries throughout the Middle East face other obstacles in their climate adaptation and mitigation efforts.

**GOVERNANCE AND MISMANAGEMENT OF CLIMATE CHANGE’S EFFECTS**

Although countries throughout the region are facing myriad challenges due to the changing climate, several have taken steps to adapt to and mitigate risks. However, other Middle Eastern countries rank in the lower half of the world’s states in the Notre Dame Global Adaptation Initiative index, indicating their high climate vulnerability and low readiness for climate change. The rankings indicate that the countries in a better position regarding adaptation and resilience are those with greater financial resources, such as Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Countries outside of the oil-rich Gulf face more significant governance and mitigation challenges, which limit their adaptive capacities, threaten human security, and pose a greater risk of instability.

Syria is a critical case when examining issues of adaptation and poor governance. In Syria, agriculture has traditionally accounted for 25 to 30 percent of gross domestic product (GDP), providing the bulk of employment opportunities among rural communities in the country’s breadbasket regions. Large-scale internal migration originated from the regions hit by water and food insecurity during the 2006–10 drought. A closer examination of food insecurity alongside economic and political structures reveals the factors that made the state and communities extremely vulnerable to climate change during periods of
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Following the severe drought of 2006 to 2010, and before the war started in 2011, approximately 370,000 to 460,000 individuals from northeastern and eastern Syria were forced to leave their homes to seek better livelihoods in other parts of the country. In slums in Damascus and Deraa, those displaced populations (referred to as al-nazhiin, or “the displaced”) faced utter neglect from the government. However, displaced populations did not lead the protests in southeastern Syria where the uprising began. Stability was affected by a combination of factors, including the state’s role in the deterioration of human security nationwide. Water and food insecurity were two of the structural issues that preceded the 2011 uprisings and undermined state legitimacy. Exacerbated by climate change, many vulnerabilities in rural communities were worsened by state policies of neglect and marginalization. The uprising directly reflected grievances about rights, inclusion, and employment.

Just south of the Middle East, the case of Darfur in Sudan offers a warning, displaying some of the worst potential human security outcomes of multilayered vulnerabilities and poor governance decisions. Darfur is prone to drought and famine, and before conflict broke out in 2003, it was home to a 67 percent rural population. In the lead-up to war, drought and desertification presumably spurred migration. Specifically, nomadic pastoralists moved south, where they clashed with sedentary agriculturalists over sparse resources. Some scholars have argued that environmental change led to migration and demographic changes, which resulted in violent conflict. However, climatic changes are significant factors when understood in concert with political and social vulnerabilities. Alterations to traditional land-use rights were especially important to the breakout of conflict in Darfur. For instance, the government in Khartoum unilaterally declared its ownership of all unregistered land and used access to land as a recruitment tool for the pro-Arab Janjaweed militia fighting in Darfur, playing on the colonial-era animosity between Sudanese Arabs and minorities. The Janjaweed conducted scorched-earth campaigns to push civilian agriculturalists off their land, spurring urbanization in Darfur.

**TRANSBOUNDARY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT**

As temperatures continue to rise and droughts intensify, resource management throughout the region has exemplified the complex relationship between the changing climate and instability. Iraq, Syria, and Turkey, for example, have consistently faced difficulty in cooperatively...
managing cross-boundary water resources, specifically the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. Both rivers originate in the mountains of southeastern Turkey. They flow into Syria and Iraq and join the sea at the head of the Persian Gulf. As downstream countries, both Syria and Iraq are dependent on and vulnerable to water projects that Turkey builds on the rivers. Disputes over the management of those rivers have been commonplace over the last century, and they will intensify as water and energy scarcity deepen.

In 1977, the Turkish government announced the commencement of the Güneydoğu Anadolu Projesi, or the Southeastern Anatolia Project (GAP), which began as a development project that specifically capitalized on land and water resources in southeastern Anatolia. The GAP’s central features include twenty-two dams and nineteen associated hydraulic power plants built along the Tigris and Euphrates. The region’s increasing temperatures could alter the basic hydrological cycle, including precipitation patterns and the rivers’ water flow. As the hydrological cycle changes with the warming climate and Turkish dams significantly reduce the volume of water flowing south, Turkey’s GAP project will place downstream communities in an increasingly precarious situation. Communities in the Euphrates and Tigris basins will likely face protracted droughts and periods of water scarcity, leading to loss of livelihoods. Although the United Nations designed a 1997 convention regarding the joint stewardship of international watercourses, Turkey voted against it and continues to object to similar efforts.

As Turkey has restricted downstream water access, it has exacerbated water management challenges in Iraq, specifically in and around the southern city of Basra. Since the 1980s, the Iraqi government has failed to regulate and manage water that flows into the rivers and canals of Basra. The country has also faced significant challenges to water infrastructure maintenance due to the U.S. invasion between 2003 and 2011 and later campaigns against ISIS. The GAP project has amplified those challenges, causing a decrease in downstream flows from the Tigris and Euphrates. In addition, Iraq has experienced a decrease in rainfall and changing weather patterns, likely a direct result of climate change. The combination of those factors has led to the deterioration of water access and infrastructure in Basra, a city already long plagued by corruption, mismanagement, and associated instability. In 2018, for example, nearly 118,000 people were hospitalized in the area due to water-related illnesses. Since 2018, Basra has experienced a series of protests, often characterized by violence and destruction, demanding
better access to clean water and electricity as the city was reaching temperatures of over 50°C (122°F).\textsuperscript{43}

In February 2023, two major earthquakes occurred on the Syria-Turkey border. The affected areas were home to millions of already vulnerable Syrian IDPs and refugees.\textsuperscript{44} The second earthquake destroyed a Syrian dam, leading to severe flooding in the country’s north.\textsuperscript{45} Governance problems hindered attempts to mitigate the flooding, deliver aid to those on the Syrian side of the border, and repair the dam, while the immediate effects of the floods led to further displacement within Syria. Upstream dams in Turkey were also damaged in the earthquakes, and the measures taken to prevent further structural damage included some water releases into rivers flowing southward. If water releases or damage to infrastructure in Turkey were to cause major flooding downstream in Syria and Iraq, Damascus or Baghdad would have no established legal agreement or mediation mechanism through which to pursue transparency and an equitable resolution.\textsuperscript{46} When natural disasters such as the 2023 earthquakes occur, political instability and weak governance put the most vulnerable communities at further risk. Additionally, in regions without water, energy, and other resource management conventions, disasters magnify interstate inequities and human security harms.

Although the changing climate could threaten the security and prosperity the Tigris and Euphrates have historically provided to the region, that threat is materialized and exacerbated through the actions of the Iraqi, Syrian, and Turkish governments, especially through their poor stewardship of the water within and beyond their borders. Therefore, measures to handle to cross-boundary resource management problems should incorporate strategies that address climate change and international norms regarding resource sharing.

**AGRICULTURE, URBANIZATION, AND MIGRATION**

Temperature-warming trends adversely affect both food security and food production in the Middle East. Climate change is particularly concerning in rural areas with vulnerable populations dependent upon rain-fed agriculture. Population growth in the MENA region occurs at an annual rate of 2.1 percent, meaning that the region will have a total population of over 690 million by the year 2050.\textsuperscript{47} As the population continues to grow, the region also contains the least arable land per person compared to other parts of the world.\textsuperscript{48} Nonetheless, many of its rural residents depend on the agricultural sector as their main source of
livelihood. The intensification of dry weather, droughts, and sand and dust storms as well as increasing temperatures have placed communities reliant on agriculture at significant risk.⁴⁹

When individuals choose or are forced to flee homes as their immediate geographies become untenable, their movement typically begins as rural-to-urban migration.⁵⁰ Changes in the agricultural sector throughout the region, combined with armed conflicts, droughts, and sand and dust storms, have caused hundreds of thousands of rural residents to flee into cities seeking economic opportunity and increased security.⁵¹ As extreme weather events and shortages of basic staple crops threaten their survival, people in countries throughout the region will also increasingly flee beyond their borders. In that regard, as rising temperatures and increasing droughts diminish agricultural opportunities, thereby intensifying inequality, a combination of social, economic, and political factors lead people to migrate, making it difficult to isolate environmental issues from other drivers.

**ECONOMIC INEQUALITY**

The Middle East is also experiencing intense economic inequality, particularly between oil-rich and non-oil-rich states, and that inequality will likely exacerbate climate change’s injuries to resource-poor countries. Oil-exporting Gulf countries with diversified, nonagricultural economies, such as Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), have the financial and technological resources they will need to lower their own carbon emissions, protect their populations from the effects of climate change, and adapt to a future in which the demand for fossil fuels will be far lower than it is today. Far from losing out in the green economy of the future, those countries are poised to reap significant gains: aggregate demand for oil is likely to increase before it falls. Wealthy states are also well positioned to become major suppliers of solar energy, an increasingly important resource. In contrast, non-oil-rich countries throughout the region will struggle to adapt to the changing climate, as they lack the financial resources to adequately address mitigation challenges.
Parsing how the weaponization of critical natural resources would affect human security in the region requires understanding how climate factors interact with socioeconomic vulnerabilities, and how both are magnified when water and energy systems are either decimated or exploited in conflict. Exploiting resource scarcity and destroying water infrastructure are consistent tactics of state and nonstate actors throughout the Middle East. Armed conflicts significantly hinder governments’ and communities’ adaptation to the changing climate, particularly as the region warms and water resources vanish, diminishing adaptive capacity. In the coming years, political conflict over shared water resources will likely remain a source of instability in the Middle East, threatening the human and environmental security of the region and its populations.

Controlling access to water is used to establish legitimacy and domination over a population in times of peace and as an offensive and defensive tool during war. Cooperative resource agreements between state and nonstate actors can also contribute to water weaponization, as was the case with wartime arrangements between ISIS and the Syrian government. Those agreements deprived civilians of resources in order to advance common destructive objectives. The cumulative effect of those incidents over time creates human insecurity, exacerbates climate vulnerability, and limits communities’ ability to adapt to climatic changes. The most touted example of conflict directly harming environmental and human security in the Middle East occurred during the 1990 Gulf War, when Iraqi military attacks on Kuwaiti oil fields caused significant air, soil, and aquifer pollution. The cases of Yemen, Iraq and Syria, and the West Bank and Gaza further illustrate how state and nonstate actors throughout the Middle East target infrastructure...
and exploit resource scarcity, worsening climate vulnerabilities and increasing instability.

YEMEN

The Middle East has one of the biggest water shortages on earth, and Yemen in particular faces acute aridity and resource management issues, especially as pertains to water. Annual precipitation in most regions of Yemen amounts to less than fifty millimeters annually, making the country one of the most water-scarce in the world. Yemen already faced a precarious water situation prior to 2014 because the government encouraged considerable groundwater extraction from the country’s limited aquifers. The overexploitation of groundwater, predominantly to support the agricultural sector, contributed to socioeconomic challenges, particularly in the Saada Basin in northwest Yemen. Since the outbreak of the most recent war in 2014, instability in the country has hindered the government’s management and stewardship of limited resources and has allowed those resources to become targets of the conflict.

Throughout the war, Saudi and Emirati forces have carried out aerial bombing campaigns that have destroyed Yemen’s water and sanitation infrastructures. Those attacks have exacerbated the water scarcity that Yemenis were already facing prior to the war, leaving over nineteen million without access to clean water. Moreover, the combination of water pollution and damage to infrastructure has severely damaged food security, with populations suffering from malnutrition, severe hunger, and pockets of famine throughout the country. Those with already insecure access to food have been made even less secure by the Saudi-led blockade of two major ports, al-Hudaydah and Salif, where 80 percent of food imports enter the country. By cutting off local populations’ access to clean water and sanitation, external actors have placed Yemenis at high risk for communicable illnesses such as cholera. Governorates under blockade (such as al-Hudaydah) experienced some of the highest cholera-related death rates in the world between 2016 and 2021. All parties to the conflict, including nonstate actors, have used the food supply as a shortsighted weapon. The Houthis, the Shiite sect fighting the country’s Saudi-backed central government, expropriated food aid provided by the World Food Program for extortion rackets to fund their wartime operations. The COVID-19 pandemic has further intensified the crisis by disrupting vital supply chains and limiting the purchasing power of local populations.
The devastating effects of the interventions by Saudi Arabia and the UAE in the war in Yemen have persistently limited Yemeni authorities’ ability to manage environmental risks, both on Yemen’s mainland and on its proximate islands. Located off the southern coast of Yemen in the Arabian Sea, the Socotra archipelago has become a focal point of regional and international interest due to its strategic proximity to one of the world’s busiest shipping lanes. The UAE used the conflict as an opportunity to occupy and control Socotra in 2020. The ultimate goal is to make the archipelago an Emirati territory as part of a larger effort to increase the UAE’s influence over the region’s vital waterways. The population of the archipelago numbered less than sixty thousand before the conflict in Yemen began, allowing for the preservation of the environment and biodiversity. The UAE claims that it is only using Socotra as a military training site, but reports have increased that it is constructing military installations and tourist and residential attractions—some in areas considered protected nature reserves under the stewardship of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). The increasing development of Socotra is placing the local ecosystem under intensified stress, though it was already at risk due to climate change prior to occupation. Following the announcement of the Abraham Accords between the UAE and Israel in 2020, there were also accounts of Israeli tourism to the islands, which were actively protested by Yemeni authorities.

IRAQ AND SYRIA

In Syria, the government and nonstate actors alike have deliberately damaged water resources and vital infrastructure as a wartime strategy. Air strikes on water and wastewater treatment infrastructures by the Syrian and Russian air forces have contaminated groundwater, with more than 90 percent of the current population lacking access to safe water sources, contributing to the spreading of waterborne diseases. At one point during the peak of the civil war, approximately 35 percent of Syria’s water treatment plants had been rendered nonfunctional. In 2013 and 2014, battles between regime forces and ISIS also destroyed water plants and sewage pipelines. Moreover, ISIS’s 2013 capture of Syria’s main dam on the Euphrates, the Tabqa Dam, represented a significant victory for the group. Upon the dam’s capture, ISIS threatened to cut off electricity to Damascus and released eleven million cubic meters of water, flooding the surrounding farmland. Those actions forced local populations into submission and the central government into a no-strike
agreement. As ISIS ascended to its peak (before being expelled by U.S.-backed forces in 2017), it would regularly flood certain areas while restricting water flow to others, manipulating water access across Syria and Iraq to punish populations. The targeting of other types of infrastructure has also put civilians at risk: when the Syrian government, in conjunction with Russia, damaged oil refineries in northeastern Syria, the leaks contaminated surrounding groundwater—a risk factor for gastrointestinal illness, damage to the nervous and reproductive systems, and chronic diseases such as cancer.

At its height, ISIS recruited tens of thousands of fighters both from within and outside of the territory it controlled in Iraq and Syria. Some reports indicate that the effects of climate change, particularly drought, could have played a role in ISIS’s recruitment efforts. Populations experiencing more drought and more difficulty accessing water were relatively successful recruiting grounds for ISIS. For example, recruitment in Tikrit, Iraq, which was particularly water-starved, was much more successful than in better-resourced areas nearby. Further, ISIS spread rumors that majority-Shia regions were delaying crop payments to the group and cutting off water resources to Sunni farmers, using perceived threats to livelihood and water access as a way to stir up sectarian resentment in its favor. As in other cases, climatic changes, combined with other economic and social vulnerabilities, were leveraged effectively by ISIS to create greater instability throughout the region.

Turkey also exploited water scarcity during the Syrian conflict. To squelch the rise of Kurdish autonomy in northeastern Syria, which threatened to further radicalize Turkey’s own Kurdish population, Turkish troops shut off water access to 460,000 people in the Syrian province of al-Hasakah and in three different refugee camps at a time when COVID-19 was running rampant. Water shutoffs by Turkey, combined with low rainfall, led the Khabur River to dry up; the river became a landfill and an open sewage site, spreading disease to neighboring villages. Although ISIS’s presence has been significantly curtailed since 2017, Syria remains vulnerable to the efforts of nonstate actors and the Turkish government to control water resources as it navigates reconstruction.

THE WEST BANK AND GAZA

Due to the allocations of transboundary water resources agreed upon in existing treaties, Israel currently controls approximately 80 percent
of water reserves in the West Bank, which are derived from the Mountain Aquifer. Those resources support Israeli settlements that are considered illegal under international law. Israelis living in the settlements often pollute shared streams in ways that further limit Palestinians’ access to clean water. The number of Jewish settlers in the West Bank is estimated to be over 413,000 in addition to some 200,000 in East Jerusalem. According to the World Health Organization, the minimum amount of water each person requires daily is 100 liters. On average, Israelis use 350 liters, while Palestinians use only 70 liters. Palestinians living under Israeli occupation in the West Bank are prohibited from constructing water infrastructure without obtaining a permit from the Israeli army, further restricting their access to water. Given the profound insecurity experienced by Palestinians throughout the West Bank, many residents construct their own unsanctioned infrastructure or storage facilities, though those are regularly destroyed by Israeli forces. In 2020, 84 of the 849 structures destroyed in the West Bank by Israeli forces were water and sanitation structures.

After Kuwait, the Gaza Strip is the next-most water-poor region in the world, with only 10 percent of the population in Gaza having direct access to clean, safe drinking water. The UN Development Program (UNDP) has reported that Gaza’s water infrastructure has deteriorated significantly. The Gaza Coastal Aquifer is the only source of water for about two million Palestinian citizens living in the Gaza Strip, and its quality and quantity of water are both rapidly declining. Due to Gaza’s isolation, its aquifer is overextracted, particularly in times of conflict when other water infrastructure is damaged. As Gaza experiences sustained bombing campaigns from Israeli forces, the already water-starved area is made even less secure. For example, in May 2021, Israeli air strikes significantly damaged a desalination plant in Gaza that provided clean water to over 250,000 people. Moreover, the Israeli land, sea, and air blockade imposed on Gaza since June 2007 prevents necessary upgrades to water and wastewater infrastructure. More than a quarter of all reported disease in Gaza is caused by poor water quality and access. Additionally, 108,000 cubic meters of untreated sewage flow from Gaza into the Mediterranean Sea every day, causing serious health risks. In Gaza, Israeli forces consistently weaponize access to water, creating situations of protracted human and environmental insecurity.
Local governments and regional and international institutions have largely failed to address climate vulnerability and adaptation gaps in the Middle East, despite more nascent efforts. Although countries throughout the region are generally vulnerable to climate change and lack the resources to cope with mounting damage to water and food resources, those threats do not have to lead to greater instability in the Middle East.

The Joe Biden administration’s National Security Strategy frames climate change as an existential security threat, and specifically names the Middle East as an area of concern—particularly in regard to water scarcity.88 However, when it comes to top countries of concern for climate-related security threats, the National Intelligence Council only acknowledges Iraq.89 Clearly, the United States needs to focus more on the transboundary threats and concerning trends facing the entire Middle East, especially where the weaponization of environmental resources is exacerbating the stress already imposed by the changing climate. Syria, Yemen, and the West Bank and Gaza are experiencing those severe, multilayered threats, as in Iraq.

The United States and its international partners should respond to the compounding challenges affecting the Middle East by promoting human security, which in turn will foster greater stability. To that end, the United States has a significant number of strategies at its disposal, such as prioritizing climate-forward data sharing and development assistance, leveraging relationships with allies to protect the most vulnerable, mitigating the effects of instability, and utilizing international organizations to foster resource-protection norms.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The United States and international organizations should incorporate climate-centered development in post-conflict reconstruction and rebuilding efforts.

International actors and organizations involved in post-conflict reconstruction efforts should pursue programs and policies that tackle environmental security from multiple angles. In the immediate aftermath of violence, particularly in the Middle East where conflicts tend to be recurring and protracted, prioritizing climate adaptation can prove difficult. However, a failure to do so can undermine future prospects for overall stability. A strategy requires a three-pronged approach: addressing structural inequalities, providing immediate environmental relief for vulnerable populations, and critically evaluating the environmental stresses of reconstruction itself. The United States and international organizations should assist post-conflict states (as well as states such as Yemen that are making the transition from active conflict to reconstruction) to develop national adaptation plans as part of their peace-building processes.

Another important post-conflict step is the collection of new climate change data, as violent conflict often prevents crucial datasets from being collected. Reconciliation processes should also include accountability to and support for populations that have lost access to resources and infrastructure and those whose livelihoods have been destroyed by the environmental harms of conflict. The United Nations has recognized the need to incorporate climate change into peace-building practices. For example, the UN Assistance Mission in Somalia recently became the first to deploy a team to assess climate security issues and report them to the UN Security Council.90 The United States should support comprehensive peace-building efforts in the region that actively incorporate climate adaptation strategies.

U.S. government agencies and multilateral organizations should provide for sustained adaptation planning assistance.

Congress can leverage the annual appropriations process to ensure greater financial support for adaptation and resilience programming assistance throughout the region. Increasing support for organizations and financing mechanisms such as UNFCC’s Green Climate Fund will allow countries throughout the Middle East to adapt to the warming world and prepare for its challenges, allowing them to avoid unmitigated emergencies that can increase instability. One example of a promising effort in that area is the UNDP’s ongoing assistance to Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Somalia, Sudan, and Tunisia. The UNDP is
helping governments track and meet their nationally determined contributions to global climate change funding as determined under the Paris Agreement and in cooperation with the UNFCC. Given the necessary international support, those countries in the MENA region have proven that they are dedicated to meeting their targets and are working to improve their capacities for monitoring and evaluation. It is imperative that the United States support adaptation financing both through its own ongoing contributions and through multilateral programming to encourage other countries’ contributions.

To ensure assistance reaches the most vulnerable, U.S. funding should also support grassroots efforts, which are more attuned to local dynamics and needs. For example, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, in conjunction with local and international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) such as the IKEA Foundation, made the Azraq refugee camp in Jordan the first in the world to be powered by renewable energy by connecting ten thousand shelters to the grid. The joint effort also offered employment and training opportunities for the refugees in Azraq. In Yemen, the same organizations provided for the construction of durable shelters made of local materials such as khazaf (woven palm leaves) that can withstand heavy rains, strong winds, high humidity, and scorching heat.

The United States and other international actors should collaborate with Arab partner countries in the Gulf to implement regional energy transition and encourage intraregional climate financing.

The United States and international organizations should partner with the Arab Gulf countries to help them implement an energy transition plan for the region. Doing so will benefit them economically, as oil is a notoriously volatile commodity, particularly during periods of structural transition. The fact that carbon prices could eventually be raised to account for the negative externalities of carbon dioxide emissions provides another strong incentive for oil-producing states to take climate change seriously and plan for energy transition. In November 2022, the United States and the UAE announced the Partnership to Accelerate Transition to Clean Energy (PACE), which committed over $100 billion in joint financing to invest in clean energy transition. The partnership plans to make joint investments in clean energy options in emerging economies, work to create greener supply chains, and foster the development of new clean technologies. The United States should continue to create partnerships like PACE throughout the Gulf. Those
partnerships should encourage investment within the Middle East’s most vulnerable economies and emphasize a collective move toward a greener future. The United States should also engage with the Gulf states to foster climate financing initiatives and investment opportunities for the region as a whole. That type of financing would aid non-oil-rich states in meeting their emission and mitigation targets.

**The United States should leverage its relationships with Israel, Saudi Arabia, and other states to challenge resource weaponization in times of conflict.**

The United States should also utilize its relationships with U.S. allies to prioritize the human security of the most vulnerable populations. Left unchecked, states such as Israel and Saudi Arabia will continue to engage in greenwashing by pursuing initiatives that pay lip service to concerns about climate change but do little to protect or empower climate-vulnerable populations. During its military campaigns, Israel routinely targets the Palestinians’ water supply, especially in Gaza, by damaging wastewater treatment plants and contaminating groundwater. Israel also touts green energy projects in the Golan Heights, an area it illegally annexed from Syria in 1981. Saudi Arabia often pioneers its climate resilience and mitigation programming domestically while simultaneously bombing critical civilian infrastructure in Yemen. Similar practices are carried out by the UAE even as it prepares to host the twenty-eighth Conference of the Parties (COP28) in November 2023 on the themes of climate change, peace, and security. By signaling to its allies that human and environmental security are inseparable from national security, Washington could enhance its leadership and foster effective peace-building in the Middle East.

**International organizations should promote transboundary resource management mediation processes that include all states in the region.**

Transboundary resource management and cooperation will continue to be a major challenge in the region and will be exacerbated by the changing climate. The United Nations adopted the Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes in 1996, but that was originally an agreement negotiated only for the pan-European region. In 2016, the convention was geographically expanded, and all UN member states were invited to sign on to the framework. Most recently, in March 2023, Iraq acceded to the convention as an implementing member. Such agreements provide
a framework for collaborative and equitable transboundary resource management, which also require member countries to include sustainability markers when reporting their resource use. The United States should play an active role in encouraging a regional agreement for the Middle East and leverage its relationship with countries such as Turkey that have previously declined to participate. Efforts in the early 2000s for Iraq, Syria, and Turkey to reach a transboundary water-sharing agreement broke down. However, with climate change increasing water scarcity in both Syria and Iraq, negotiations are vital to minimize threats to human security and instability.

**International organizations, with the support of the United States, should foster norms that protect natural resources and infrastructure during conflict.**

The United States, the European Union, and international organizations should use the tools at their disposal, such as international agreements, to foster norms that protect natural resources and infrastructure even in the midst of conflict. In May 2022, the International Law Commission concluded the development of a new framework for the Protection of the Environment in Relation to Armed Conflicts. The twenty-seven principles proposed in the document are designed to protect natural resources during violent conflict. They also address the protection of resources before conflict begins and in the post-conflict phase. Although the UN General Assembly voted to approve those principles in December 2022, the important work of implementation is only beginning. The United Nations is often hard-pressed to enforce such frameworks, particularly when powerful states do not assist in these processes. The United States should lead by example by incorporating the principles into its own domestic legal framework in order to convince its allies and others to do the same. Washington has a limited appetite for confronting its allies regarding human rights violations. However, applying pressure on partners in the Middle East, including Israel, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE, to implement the standards set forth in the new convention could help protect civilians around the globe and, by consequence, limit the United States’ reputational costs in the international and regional arenas.
As the changing climate continues to harm the world’s most vulnerable, the Middle East will remain one of the most acutely affected regions. Its limited resources, soaring temperatures, and ongoing conflicts will continue to disrupt the lives and livelihoods of its residents. As protracted conflict persists, threats to and destruction of environmental resources and water infrastructure will exacerbate the harms of climate change without protection and mitigation efforts. Governance challenges, transboundary resource management, and other economic vulnerabilities do present major risks in the face of climate change, but they also present significant opportunities for mitigation, adaptation, and ultimately, greater human security.

The threats posed by climate change could interact with other political, economic, and social variables to increase instability in the region, but both local and foreign governments as well as intergovernmental organizations can implement policies to reverse those trends. Governments throughout the region should prioritize efforts to do so, which will require both regional and international support. The United States and its allies can use their resources and their power to foster greater resilience and mitigation capacity throughout the region, which will ultimately promote stability in the Middle East and beyond.
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